
 

Programs/Features Score (/5 Stars) Notes 

Paintstorm Studio ★★☆☆☆ Lost Potential 

PRICE ★☆☆☆☆ Most expensive of this lineup. 

UI/UX ★★☆☆☆ It wants so badly to be awesome, it looks awesome, but the user experience 
and program performance aren’t worthwhile. 

LEARNING CURVE ★★★☆☆ Pretty quick to pick up and nicely cross-compatible and customizible, but 
lacks basic guidance and intuitive interface design. 

ENJOYMENT ★★☆☆☆ Performance was the killer for me – drawing predictable and consistent 
lines and circles was hard to achieve, although the blending and painting 

brushes has potential. Performance killed it. 

PRO POTENTIAL ★★☆☆☆ If I can’t draw or sketch with precision, I can’t work efficiently. It didn’t feel 
capable of a solid workflow. 

Krita ★★★★☆ Surprisingly Fantastic! 

PRICE ★★★★★ It’s FREE! 

UI/UX ★★★★☆ Sometimes unintuitive, but overall comfortable and enjoyable. Solid 
performance and loads to explore. 

LEARNING CURVE ★★★★☆ Easy to pick up though quite different in control Scheme to photoshop, it’s 
easy to customize, learning resources were simple. 

ENJOYMENT ★★★★☆ Great fun, especially exploring the brushes and features, although the 
transform and manipulation tools are frustrating. 

PRO POTENTIAL ★★★★☆ Capable of pro results with time and practice, solid program! 

FireAlpaca ★☆☆☆☆ Mediocre at best 

PRICE ★★★★★ It’s free. 

UI/UX ★☆☆☆☆ Simple, but not in the good way. No depth, and no artistry. Very limited 
customizability options, and poor brush performance. 

LEARNING CURVE ★☆☆☆☆ Super easy to learn because it’s quite shallow, but there are no learning 
resources 

ENJOYMENT ★☆☆☆☆ Fun sometimes (guides were cool enough, brushes look OK) but overall, 
utterly underwhelming as a pro-tool, OR exciting as an alternative to 

Microsoft Paint. 

PRO POTENTIAL ☆☆☆☆☆ You can’t make decent client work with this without heavily sacrificing on 
workflow, tools, effects and polish. 

Gimp ☆☆☆☆☆ Gimpy. 

PRICE ★★☆☆☆ It’s free – but I feel like I should be compensated for my time after using it. 

UI/UX ★☆☆☆☆ Ugly, unintuitive, convoluted and not easy to customize. 

LEARNING CURVE ★☆☆☆☆ Confusing tool presets and names, impossible workflow for art. 

ENJOYMENT ☆☆☆☆☆ I hated using this. Actively hated using it. 

PRO POTENTIAL ☆☆☆☆☆ You can’t make decent client work with this without heavily sacrificing on 
workflow, tools, effects and polish. 

MediBang Paint Pro ★★★☆☆ Effective for Simplicity 

PRICE ★★★★★ It’s free :) 

UI/UX ★★★☆☆ Attractive and fairly simple, confusing at times, generally familiar 

LEARNING CURVE ★★★☆☆ Pretty easy to get the hang of, not super deep but deep enough to be able 
to develop skills in. Shortcuts are familiar in general but some basic controls 

are unintuitive and permenant. 

ENJOYMENT ★★★☆☆ Pretty fun for simple use, frustrating if wanting to dive deep or get complex 
results, but for comic making and sketching, good fun! 

PRO POTENTIAL ★★★☆☆ Decent polish can be achieved but not at a complex level. IE: You could 
definitely use this program to make comic pages (especially in black and 

white), but would struggle to make a decent cover.  

Inkscape ☆☆☆☆☆ The most unartistic art tool ever 

PRICE ★★☆☆☆ It’s free – but I feel like I should be compensated for my time after using it. 

UI/UX ★☆☆☆☆ Ugly and dated, incredibly confusing and uninviting. 

LEARNING CURVE ☆☆☆☆☆ The most frustrating thing about this program was figuring out how it 
works. VERY limited help resources,  

ENJOYMENT ☆☆☆☆☆ I actively hated using this program and wanted to turn to alcohol after. 

PRO POTENTIAL ★☆☆☆☆ You could make some vector clip art for a community newsletter, otherwise, 
there’s really not much polish that can easily be delivered here. 


